TAKE VTR/VO

((**VO NATS**))

CG: STATE COLLE

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN PENN

(CU - JOE PA STATUE)

STATE UNIVERSITY BEATS OHIO

STATE UNIVERSITY? ON SATURDAY,

(LS – STADIUM)

OCTOBER 25, PENN STATE STUDENTS

TOOK SCHOOL SPIRIT TO A NEW

(OVERHEAD SHOT RIOTS)

LEVEL. RIOTS BROKE OUT ON

BEAVER AVENUE AFTER THE 13 TO 6 ROAD

VICTORY AGAINST BIG TEN RIVAL OHIO

STATE. WHAT STARTED

(LS – QUIZNOS/COLDSTONE) OUT

AS A CELEBRATION TURNED INTO A MASS
RIOT. PENN STATE SENIOR MIKE DEFRANCO SAID THAT THE WAS STREET WAS COMPLETE CHAOS.

____________________________________

TAKE VTR/SOT

(((***SOT***)))

RUNS: 14

CG: LOWER ONE THIRD

MIKE DEFRANCO

SENIOR

OUTCUE: “EVERY PENN STATE SONG”

“It was absolutely madness, thousands and thousands of people just covering from sidewalk to sidewalk, cars couldn’t get by, people on light posts, people throwing toilet paper across the street, just everyone chanting and screaming every Penn State song.”
POLICE ARRIVED AROUND 1 A.M. TO KEEP STUDENTS UNDER CONTROL AND THE STREET OPEN FOR TRAFFIC FLOW.

ACCORDING TO (VIDEO OF STUDENTS)

STATE COLLEGE POLICE, OVER FOUR-THOUSAND STUDENTS GATHERED ON BEAVER AVENUE BETWEEN CANYON PIZZA AND QUIZNOS.

______________________________

TAKE VTR/SOT

(((***TAKE STAND UP***)))

RUNS: 15

CG: LOWER ONE THIRD

JESSICA PARNESS

CENTRE COUNTY REPORT

OUTCUE: “AND HARMING THEMSELVES”

“As you can see, I’m standing here outside Canyon Pizza where the riots took place on
Saturday October 25 after Penn State beat Ohio State at the away game. The police used any means possible, in the streets here, to stop students from damaging property and harming themselves.”

THE MOB OF STUDENTS PULLED UP

(VIDEO WITH CAR) HALF A DOZEN STREET SIGNS, TORE

(CU – LIGHT POST) DOWN TWO LIGHT POSTS, AND

(CU – LIGHT POST BOLTS) DAMAGED FIVE CARS. POLICE HAVE

(MS – LIGHT POST) ESTIMATED BETWEEN FIVE AND SEVEN THOUSAND DOLLARS IN PROPERTY DAMAGE. OFFICER

(CU – MUNICIPAL BUILDING) KOEHOE STATED THAT POLICE DID WHAT WAS NECESSARY TO TAME THE CROWD. POLICE CLEARED THE TWO-BLOCK AREA AFTER ABOUT 90 MINUTES.
OUTCUE: “CROWD TO DISPERSE”

“We certainly don’t have a problem with people celebrating, they’re allowed to do that, they’re allowed to be on the sidewalks cheering. Like I said before, once the property damage began, our goal at that point was then for the crowd to disperse.”

FOOTAGE SHOT BY STUDENTS

(VIDEO TAKEN BY STUDENTS) SHOWS THE FULL EXTENT TO WHICH STUDENTS ERUPTED TO A HUGE PENN STATE VICTORY.
OUTCUE: “CENTRE COUNTY REPORT”

“In State College, I’m Jessica Parness with the Centre County Report.”